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ABSTRACT

Software robots, or bots, are useful for automating a wide variety of programming and software development tasks. Despite the advantages of using bots throughout the software engineering process, research shows that developers often face challenges interacting with these systems. To improve automated developer recommendations from bots, this work introduces developer recommendation choice architectures. Choice architecture is a behavioral science concept that suggests the presentation of options impacts the decisions humans make. To evaluate the impact of framing recommendations for software engineers, we examine the impact of one choice architecture, actionability, for improving the design of bot recommendations. We present the results of a preliminary study evaluating this choice architecture in a bot and provide implications for integrating choice architecture into the design of future software engineering bots.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Bots are useful for automatically completing a wide variety of software engineering tasks to aid developers and support them in their work. For example, DependaBot is a system for automating security fixes on GitHub and Greenkeeper helps developers monitor npm dependencies for JavaScript packages. Furthermore, Wessel and colleagues show that bots are widely adopted in open source software (OSS) repositories and developers report finding bots beneficial for automating tasks such as explaining project guidelines, decreasing code review time, automating continuous integration, running tests and quality assurance, and more [30]. Additionally, Storey suggests bots can help developers become more efficient and effective in meeting their development goals [26].

Even though bots are useful for automating many different tasks and provide benefits to users, developers often face issues interacting with software bots designed to help them complete programming tasks. For instance, Wessel and colleagues also reported that software engineers face many challenges interacting with bots while contributing to and maintaining OSS projects including poor decision mechanisms, incomprehensible feedback, performing incorrect actions, and more [30]. Furthermore, Mirhosseini and colleagues discovered that developers had negative perceptions of automated pull requests and faced challenges convincing users to upgrade out-of-date dependencies with Greenkeeper and Travisbot [19]. These examples point to a need to improve the design of bots and better their interactions with human developers.

To identify a baseline design for automated bot recommendations to developers, our prior work introduced a naive approach static analysis tool recommendations [4]. We found that our bot recommendations were ineffective because our system violated social contexts within software engineering and interrupted the development workflow of programmers. To fix these problems in bot recommendations, we propose developer recommendation choice architectures. Choice architecture refers to the way options are organized and presented to humans [28]. Johnson and colleagues introduced 11 tools to incorporate choice architecture into decisions for impacting user choices [16]. To help developers make better choices, we use these tools to present developer recommendation choice architectures for enhancing software engineering bots to improve developer behavior.

The goal of this work is to explore the impact of choice architecture on developer behavior adoption through automated recommendations. First, we introduce the developer recommendation choice architectures and provide examples of how effective choice architectures can improve decision-making. Then, we performed a preliminary evaluation incorporating one choice architecture, actionability, into automated notifications to collect feedback from developers. Finally, we introduce developer recommendation choice architectures to further improve the effectiveness of future bots by incorporating choice architectures into their design. Our results show that recommendations with actionability are significantly more effective and preferred by developers than those without. The primary contributions of this work are:

- introducing developer recommendation choice architectures that focus on the way recommendations are presented to software engineers to increase adoption, and
- a preliminary evaluation that explores integrating choice architecture into automated recommendations to developers.


2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Choice Architecture

Brown and colleagues propose using nudge theory, or a behavioral science framework to improve human behavior and decision-making without banning alternatives or providing incentives [27], to improve human-bot interactions and the effectiveness of automated recommendations [4]. The driving force behind nudge theory is the ability to influence the context and environment surrounding human decision-making, or choice architecture [28]. Behavioral science research shows the way choices are framed and presented can have a major impact on human behavior, for example Wilson and colleagues show the arrangement of food options in cafeterias and grocery stores impacts the products people purchase and consume [31]. Furthermore, Johnson and colleagues introduce 11 practical tools for choice architecture, which we use in this work [16].

Thaler and Sunstein note that choice architecture “is pervasive and unavoidable” in human decision-making [27, p. 255]. This is also seen in software applications, where research has explored the impact of choice architecture on user interface design and software user behavior [23]. For example, Acquisti and colleagues explored creating choice architectures encouraging users to adopt better privacy and security practices online [1]. While prior work has studied choice architecture and nudge theory for software users, we study these concepts for software developers by applying choice architecture to recommendations from bots encouraging software engineers to adopt useful software engineering behaviors.

2.2 Automated Developer Recommendations

The role of bots in software engineering is an emerging research area. Prior work has explored using bots to support developer behaviors, or useful practices and activities to help software engineers complete programming tasks, to users. For example, researchers have explored using bots to convince developers to adopt useful practices such as reducing developer effort to improve the code review process [2], upgrade outdated dependencies [19], update code documentation [22], and more. Prior work has also studied effective recommendations to developers. Research shows peer interactions, or face-to-face interactions with colleagues during work activities, are effective for tool discovery [20] and code comprehension [17], but they also occur infrequently in industry [21]. Meanwhile, Fischer and colleagues propose active help systems to automatically aid users are more useful than passive approaches [10].

For software engineering recommender bots, our prior work introduced the naïve telemarketer design, a baseline approach that makes generic and static recommendations to developers similar to a telemarketer, and found that developers disapproved of this design in tool–recommender–bot because it lacks social context and interrupted developer workflow [4]. Additionally, Cerezo and colleagues developed an expert recommender chatbot and to examine interactions with humans [5], while Beschastnikh and colleagues propose using bots to increase adoption of software engineering research in industry [3]. This work seeks to improve developer behavior by incorporating choice architecture into bot recommendations to encourage adoption of useful tools and practices.

3 DEVELOPER RECOMMENDATION CHOICE ARCHITECTURES

To further improve software engineering bots, we introduce developer recommendation choice architectures to design effective bots, motivated by software engineering literature and tools for choice architecture. Johnson suggests these 11 tools are useful for preventing decision-making problems by structuring decisions and describing options [16]. Table 1 presents how our developer choice architectures correlate with the tools available for choice architects to improve decision-making. We suggest software engineering researchers and bot designers are choice architects, or “anyone who presents people with choices”, by creating automated notifications that developers need to make decisions on. To improve the decision-making process for automated developer recommendations, we propose bot makers emphasize actionability, feedback, and locality.

3.1 Actionability

Actionability refers to the ease with which users can act on recommendations. Nudge theory suggests “many people will take whatever option requires the least effort, or the path of least resistance” [27, p. 85]. Johnson provides several tools for improving actionability, including technology and decision aids and use defaults. Johnson and colleagues note “the default option will be chosen more often if another option is designated the default” and that “technology-based decision aids could be designed to steer consumers towards choosing products, services, or activities that are individually and/or socially desirable” [16, p. 488,491]. For example, Madrian and Shea explored automatically enrolling employees in 401k plans. By changing the default behavior to having users opt-out of retirement plans instead of making them opt in, they found that this improved money saving behaviors and increased new employee enrollment in 401k plans by 98% within 36 months [18].

Actionability has also shown to be effective in software engineering research. For example, Evans and colleagues show that configuring security checks by default in configurations for static analysis tools prevents vulnerabilities in the code [9]. Furthermore, prior work by Heckman and colleagues explored actionable alert identification techniques (AAITs) for static analysis tool notifications to help software engineers identify and fix defects in code earlier [14]. To design effective bots, we suggest making actionable recommendations by making targets behaviors default for decision-making of developers.

3.2 Feedback

Feedback focuses on the information provided to decision-makers. Behavioral scientists Sunstein and Thaler suggest “the best way to help Humans improve their performance is to provide feedback”. Furthermore, they also posit “choices can be improved with better and simpler information” [27, p. 92,204]. Johnson and colleagues provide many different examples of improving information presented and the way it is communicated to users. For example, providing customized information on food calories and daily caloric intake feedback encouraged consumers to purchase healthier meals at fast food restaurants [32]. Additionally, changing gas and CO₂ emissions from 100 to 10,000 miles translates and rescales for better evaluability to impact car purchases [16].
Software engineering researchers also show that feedback to developers is important. For instance, Johnson and colleagues discovered that the primary reasons developers reported for not using static analysis tools in their work is poor result understandability, customizability, and tool output [15]. Additionally, Chmiel and colleagues focus on experience to study information needs for novices and experts during debugging tasks [6]. Furthermore, research Cerezo and colleagues suggest implementing user-driven communication to improve chatbot recommender systems instead of single purpose bot-driven communication techniques [5]. To improve automated developer recommendations, we propose providing useful information and feedback to users.

3.3 Locality

Locality involves the setting surrounding the context of developer recommendations. To further define this, we divide it into spatial and temporal locality.

3.3.1 Spatial Locality. Spatial locality refers to the location where recommendations are viewed as well as how options are arranged. Johnson notes the structure of decision tasks not only impacts decisions, but also how users explore the option space and search for information, which "can have a dramatic impact on choice behavior" [16, p. 494]. For example, research shows that changing the location of vegetables, fruits, etc. in a high school cafeteria increased the purchase and consumption of healthier foods by students [13] and partitioning options from a menu into separate categories for healthy and unhealthy options encourages consumers to choose more healthy food and less unhealthy food [32].

3.3.2 Temporal Locality. Temporal locality references the time when recommendations are made. Johnson notes timing impacts decisions, stating "the intertemporal structure of a task has important implications for both the decision-maker and the choice architect...which affects choice tasks" [16, p. 492]. For example, introducing time-limited windows for yearly fertilizer discounts encouraged farmers in Kenya to make purchases and improved the harvest of crops [8]. Additionally, timing also refers to when choices take place after decisions. For example, Johnson also notes "in general, tools that translate aspects of the choice into immediate salient outcomes are more successful" [16, p. 493]. For example, Soman and colleagues show that consumers view decisions with distant impacts differently than those with proximal outcomes [25].

Similarly in software engineering, prior work suggests timing is important for notifications. For instance, Distefano and colleagues examined configuring static analysis tools to run at diff time, or a limited time window for patches submitted by developers to review before merging into the code base, and found that this increased the fix rate of reported bugs up to 70% compared to nearly 0% for times outside the development workflow, such as assigning bug lists to developers from overnight builds [7]. Furthermore, our prior work shows that developers avoided recommendations from tool-recommend-bots because they made untimely suggestions interrupting their workflow by breaking builds and adding to the workload of programmers [4]. For improving bot recommendations, we propose automating suggestions to programmers in time windows within their workflow.

4 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

To explore how integrating choice architecture into developer recommendations impacts the behavior of software engineers, we start by conducting a preliminary evaluation examining the impact of one of our developer recommendation choice architectures: actionability. We evaluated actionability in bots by surveying professional software engineers to provide feedback recommendations from two systems on GitHub, pull request comments and suggested changes. These systems have make similar recommendations to developers is important. For instance, Distefano and colleagues examined configuring static analysis tools to run at diff time, or a limited time window for patches submitted by developers to review before merging into the code base, and found that this increased the fix rate of reported bugs up to 70% compared to nearly 0% for times outside the development workflow, such as assigning bug lists to developers from overnight builds [7]. Furthermore, our prior work shows that developers avoided recommendations from tool-recommend-bots because they made untimely suggestions interrupting their workflow by breaking builds and adding to the workload of programmers [4]. For improving bot recommendations, we propose automating suggestions to programmers in time windows within their workflow.
4.1 Methodology

4.1.1 Choice Task. In this evaluation, sample recommendations recommended fixing a PEP 3105 Python style warning, because print statements are replaced with a print() function in Python 3 [11]. Listing 1 shows a sample violation and fix for this simple warning. Additionally, as of January 1, 2020 Python is officially no longer supporting Python 2 [12]. Our sample recommendations encouraged developers to fix a PEP 3105 warning and upgrade to Python 3.

4.1.2 Study Recommendations. To measure the effectiveness of automated recommendations with and without actionability, we presented developers with recommendations from two systems for providing feedback on pull requests. In our study, both systems provided the same feedback, a proposed fix for the PEP 3105 warning in Listing 1, and encouraged users to upgrade to Python 3. Additionally, both have the same locality—placed on line 10 in the example above and would be received during reviews on open PRs. These systems differ, however, on the actionability of recommendations. A pull request comment is not actionable and requires developers to re-submit a pull request to make the change. However, a suggested change is highly actionable because it allows developers to immediately commit suggestions to their code. By using this technology aid and it’s default action to commit proposed code changes to pull requests, we aim to show that developers prefer actionable recommendations to easily integrate suggestions into their workflow.

4.1.3 Data Collection. To discover the impact of our actionability choice architecture on developer recommendations, we surveyed software developers to provide their preference for receiving recommendations via pull request review comment or suggested change. After presenting example notifications with each option, we asked participants to select which recommendation they preferred and why. Additionally, we encouraged developers to provide general feedback on designing effective automated recommendations from bots. Overall, 15 developers completed the survey with an average of 7.3 years of programming experience.

4.2 Results

In our survey responses, all 15 developers preferred the actionable recommendation from suggested changes over the non-actionable pull request review comment. Table 2 presents the results from our survey. This shows that developers were significantly more likely to adopt recommendations from actionable systems that make it easier to apply suggestions from bots. Developers also provided feedback praising the actionable recommendation. The default behavior for suggested changes is to commit recommendations, which most participants mentioned made it more effective. For example, P2 commented that the suggested changes recommendation would “provide an actionable short cut” and P8 liked that it “lets you automatically merge it”. Even though both recommendations contained the exact same feedback information, approximately half of participants (n = 7) replied that the actionable recommendation was easier to understand. For instance P1 noted it’s “more specific and helps the user understand better”. This could be due to the technology aids such coloring, highlighting, and side-by-side comparisons in the suggested changes feature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>comment</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suggestion</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Actionable Recommendation Survey Results
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